
Germany and Austria was consequently left to Adolf Hitler, who celebrated the 1938
Anschluss as the culmination of a thousand-year struggle for German national unity.

Despite the merits of this meticulous study, further discussion of continuities in German
history—and specifically of why arguments based on völkisch thinking eventually trumped
traditional German state interests—is necessary. Vermeiren is right to see 1918 as a caesura:
the scope and duration of ideas about the Nibelungentreue were limited, but their conse-
quences were not. The rhetoric of Anschluss exerted a lasting fascination on later generations
of Germans, as Social Democrats and Pan-Germans both sought to appropriate its appeal for
their own purposes. But these are only minor criticisms. The First World War and German
National Identity contains much of interest for scholars and readers interested in transnational
European history, nationalism, and the complexities of history and memory in twentieth-
century Austria and Germany. Vermeiren’s work is convincing, in the end, not only
because of the wealth of material it draws upon and the author’s mastery of the mass of lit-
erature on World War I, but also because it questions established notions about the dynamic
reciprocal relationship between war and society—something that had far-reaching implica-
tions for the further course of German history.

MICHAEL J. GEHERAN

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT
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The Death of Democracy: Hitler’s Rise to Power and the Downfall of the Weimar Republic. By
Benjamin Carter Hett. New York: Henry Holt, Pp. xvii+ 267. Paper $28.00. ISBN
978-1250162502.

“What is still to be said?” That is the question that stands at the beginning of Benjamin Carter
Hett’s new history of the fall of the Weimar Republic (9). What indeed? As Hett points out,
countless scholars have tried to make sense of the downfall of Germany’s first democracy,
looking at the reasons for Adolf Hitler’s rise from all possible angles. Hett claims that his
book tells the story in a new way, by putting “German affairs into their international
context” (10). This approach yields enlightening results—for example, when Nazism is
described as part of a global “revolution against globalization” (114) that drew inspiration
from Kemal Atatürk, Benito Mussolini, and an assortment of Russian émigrés, such as
Lieutenant Piotr Shabelskii-Bork, who introduced the infamous Protocols of the Elders of
Zion to Germany. A passage about the European “cult of irrationality” (194) that developed
at the end of the nineteenth century and that shaped the Nazi propaganda of the 1920s and
1930s also provides important transnational context.

We do not get very much of this, however. Hett describes the downfall of Weimar
democracy principally as a series of ever more intricate maneuvers by German politicians
in their search for popular approval, parliamentary power, and workable majorities. This
focus is reflected by the structure of the book: whereas the years from 1918 till 1929 are
dealt with in one chapter and through the narrow perspective of the political careers of
Hitler and Gustav Stresemann, the time from 1929 to the “Night of the Long Knives” in
mid-1934 is stretched over six chapters. This focus is understandable, of course, for a book
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that wants to explain how Weimar democracy died, but it does put a lot of emphasis on the
parliamentary deadlock that developed after the fall of the “grand coalition” in 1930. The
main culprits in Hett’s narrative are German conservatives, most prominently President
Paul von Hindenburg, Chancellor Franz von Papen, and army leaders such as Kurt von
Schleicher: their Faustian pact with the Nazis, who were supposed to give them the
popular backing they needed for their reactionary politics, handed Hitler the reins of power.

The unfolding of this process, a series of backroom dealings accompanied by a crescendo
of street violence, is well known and does not need to be repeated here. It is told masterfully
in the book. Drawing on his considerable expertise in this field, Hett is an extraordinarily
engaging guide through the complexities of Weimar politics: all chapters are introduced
by short vignettes that transport the reader right back into to the mayhem of the 1929
May Day demonstrations or the Nazi attack in 1932, on communist inhabitants of the
Felseneck garden colony. This sets the mood for the heavy lifting in the rest of the text.
Protagonists from Hett’s other books about Weimar, such as the communist lawyer Hans
Litten and Marinus van der Lubbe, the person supposedly responsible for the Reichstag
fire, also make appearances (Crossing Hitler [2008]; Burning the Reichstag [2014]).

Despite its many merits, there are some things that grate about the book. In the last
chapter, conservative politicians, who schemed to get rid of Hitler when theNazis proceeded
to turn on them after they had crushed the socialists, are portrayed as upstanding democrats
and even as early proponents of the European Union. The fact that their plans were steeped
in their deeply elitist and antidemocratic convictions is not discussed in detail. Nor is the fact
that, had they been successful, their victory would hardly have resulted in a return to
Weimar’s progressive constitutional arrangements,. There is also a tendency to make per-
fectly reasonable claims, only to undermine them later. For instance, Hett argues that “the
answer to all questions about Weimar lies somewhere in the First World War” (11). But
after the first chapter, which introduces the two conservative myths about the war that dom-
inatedWeimar’s political culture (the “spirit of 1914” and the “stab in the back” of 1918), the
war is hardly mentioned again in the rest of the book. Another example is the frequent reli-
ance on Joseph Goebbels’s diary, even if Hett himself points out in the introduction that
many older accounts of German twentieth-century history had not been critical enough
in their use of Nazi sources such as this one.

In sum, this is a highly engaging and deeply informed overview of Weimar’s democratic
collapse and the rise of the Nazis. Hett’s take on this story is not, as promised, an entirely new
one, but he tells it beautifully. Rather than the issue of “what is still to be said” aboutWeimar,
another question comes to mind: who is the book’s intended audience. For scholars, this
account does not add much to the current state of the field. Already in 1996, Peter
Fritzsche warned against turning “the 1920s into a political universe that revolves around
the Reichstag on the Platz der Republik” (“Did Weimar Fail?” Journal of Modern History
[1996]: 630). But Hett does not stray very far from the German parliament. For students,
the book lacks information about scholarly disagreements and contentious points in the nar-
rative. For example, Hett explains the Nazis’ successes at the voting booth with the “political
confessionalization” of Weimar’s political landscape, calling the term “a bit of historian’s
jargon” (87) but without discussing its problems and pitfalls.

The book is dedicated to “everyone who fights for freedom, human rights, democracy,
peace, and tolerance,” which gives us a clue about the intended audience: it is aimed at a
broader public, and a broader American public at that. This is evident in the way the
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Preußenschlag, the deposing of the Prussian government by Chancellor Papen in 1932, is
described as “roughly comparable to an American president simultaneously removing the
governors of New York and California” (150)—not necessarily a very helpful comparison
for a non-American reader. It is also clear from the many allusions to the current political
situation in theUnited States: althoughDonald Trump is never mentioned by name, passages
such as Hitler’s tirade against the loss of German manufacturing jobs through outsourcing,
which Hett describes as leaping “from that time to ours” (108), are an obvious reference
to the current US president’s “America first” rhetoric. Goebbels’s plan to build “a thick
wall around Germany” (109) is another example.

Hett has never shied away from using his work to make political points: in his Litten biog-
raphy, for example, he makes an explicit connection between the Nazis’ contempt for the
rule of law and the violations of international law by the George W. Bush administration.
Since Timothy Snyder’s phenomenally successful book On Tyranny (2017), such activist
uses of the past are in vogue, and Hett’s book squarely fits into this trend.

JOCHEN HUNG

UTRECHT UNIVERSITY
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Wissenschaftspolitik in der Weimarer Republik. Dokumente zur Hochschulentwicklung im
Freistaat Preußen und zu ausgewählten Professorenberufungen in sechs Disziplinen (1918 bis
1933). Edited, with an introductory essay, by Hartwin Spenkuch. Berlin:
De Gruyter, 2016. Pp. vi+ 1324. Cloth $350.00. ISBN 978-3110469066.

On the basis of a careful examination of tenure decisions by Prussian universities, as overseen
by the Prussian Ministry of Culture, Hartwin Spenkuch concludes that, at least in this area,
Prussia was “open to the future” and “dynamic” (180) during theWeimar Republic. Despite
the significant financial pressures and intense political conflicts that marked this period, the
universities and the Ministry of Culture successfully maintained standards of academic excel-
lence and resisted attacks on university autonomy, even as the latter exerted pressure on the
former to becomemore republican in their governance structures and in the selection of per-
sonnel. Adolf Hitler’s government undertook to destroy these accomplishments almost as
soon as it took power in 1933.

During theWeimar Republic, tenured faculty, the principal focus of these volumes, con-
sisted ofOrdinarien, the group with the greatest prestige and, in general, the highest compen-
sation, and of Extraordinarien, whowere disfavored in both respects. In the German university
system, then as now, individuals occupying untenured faculty positions generally had no
expectation of receiving tenure at their own university. There were no job advertisements
or applications in theWeimar period; instead, committees dominated byOrdinarien proposed
candidates to the Ministry of Culture based on the committee members’ own knowledge of
the work of scholars in their fields—always with respect to research and, to varying degrees,
with regard to teaching—as well as on other qualities ranging from collegiality to political
convictions. In typical cases, faculty committees recommended three candidates, ranked
by order of preference, to the Ministry of Culture, which then made the final selection. It
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